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TELEMETRY PROCESSING - REALTIME TO POSTFLIGHT

Dave Quesenberry
Gary Reed

CSC Network Systems Division
301 North R St.

Lompoc, CA 93436

ABSTRACT

The Test Support Facility Integrated Flight Data Processing System (TSF IFDAPS) has
recently been developed and installed for the Air Force at Edwards AFB. The TSF
IFDAPS incorporates a number of new capabilities designed to satisfy today’s advanced
requirements for high performance and flexible telemetry processing. This paper describes
some of the advances accomplished by the TSF IFDAPS.

INTRODUCTION

As aircraft and spacecraft technology advances, the requirements for sophisticated
telemetry processing to support the testing of these advances also increases. The need for
increased data rates, more complicated data formats, an increased number of
measurements, additional measurement computations, high-resolution real-time displays,
increased data storage, and concurrent analysis of recorded data necessitate the
development of new designs in the hardware and software that make up telemetry
processing systems. In developing the system required to support testing at Edwards
AFB’s Test Support Facility (TSF), CSC addressed each of these areas. The resulting TSF
IFDAPS represents a giant step forward for telemetry processing systems.

Like most advanced systems today, TSF IFDAPS was not developed strictly from scratch.
This system represents a third generation in telemetry processing, starting with the
Telemetry Integrated Processing System (TIPS) at Vandenberg AFB and continuing
through the baseline IFDAPS system at Edwards AFB. These systems demonstrate
continuously improved designs originating in the early 1970’s and progressing into the
1980’s. (See Table I for a capabilities comparison.) Development of TSF IFDAPS was
started immediately following final installation of the baseline IFDAPS in late 1985 and
was designed to satisfy operations running into the 1990’s. Although the system was
designed specifically to support the TSF at Edwards AFB, it is flexible enough to satisfy
the telemetry processing requirements of many advanced testing centers.



Without going into excruciating detail, the following sections describe the advancements in
design provided by TSF IFDAPS.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As shown in Figure 1, TSF IFDAPS includes three identical Flight Monitoring Systems
(FMS), each supporting a separate Mission Control Room (MCR); a Time Space Position
Information (TSPI) processor; a Storage Archival Subsystem (SAS); and an Engineering
Work Station (EWS). All processors in the system are connected via Network System
Corporation’s (NSC) HYPERchannel data bus.

Each FMS consists of a Telemetry Preprocessing System (TPS) connected to a triad of
Gould CONCEPT computers. The use of a triad of processors enables each of the three
main functions of telemetry processing - data conversion and processing, data display, and
data recording - to be handled by a single dedicated processor. The three Gould processors
are connected through Gould’s high speed reflective memory, which allows data written
by any of the three processors to a location in reflective memory to be copied to the same
location in the other two processors. Each FMS triad includes an Acquisition processor
(ACQ), a Display Processor (DPS), and a History Recording Processor (HIS). The ACQ
processor is also configured with a separate array processor for special frequency analysis
applications.

The TPS includes the Aydin Monitor System 2000 (S2K) which performs frame
synchronization, engineering units conversion, data compression and other basic data
processing on PCM and FM data. As shown in Figure 2, the S2K has a modular, bus-
based architecture that includes separate cards for decommutation (FSC012 and FSC005),
Digital Signal Processing (DSP001), transferring data to the host computer (CP1006), and
receiving data from the host computer (IOC005). In addition, the S2K can be configured
with a Simulator Module (SIM004) and a Serial output Code Converter Module (SOC001)
to provide a controllable, simulated PCM data stream for system testing. The remainder of
the TPS consists of Aydin Monitor 338 bit synchronizers connected directly to the FSC
cards and FM discriminators connected to a Tustin X1500 Analog to Digital converter
which outputs digitized FM data to the S2K via an Interface Control Module (ICM002). A
separate time code processor allows the CPI006 cards to time tag the data to a resolution
of 10 microseconds.

Each of the three MCRS is designed to provide a comprehensive, user support
environment for realtime operational testing. Each MCR contains eight terminals with
high-resolution, realtime color displays; two repeater display devices which are switch
selectable to show the displays from any of the eight terminals; two 50" x 50" large screen
displays; eight 16-channel strip chart recorders; ten 8-light discrete light panels; two



separate graphics hardcopy devices; two laser printers; two Front End Status Displays;
plus communication equipment and video tubes at each of the ten users consoles.

The TSPI processor provides realtime range safety support based on radar and optics data
input. It is a separate subsystem with its own set of processing and display requirements
independent of the telemetry data processing. The TSPI subsystem can support three
operations simultaneously with multiple targets per operation using one high-resolution,
realtime graphics terminal plus one large screen display in each MCR. The TSPI
subsystem can transfer processed measurement data to each TPS as input data for FMS
processing. It can also receive telemetry measurements, such as Inertial Navigation System
(INS) data, from each FMS for its own processing and display.

The SAS processor serves as a large, long-term storage repository for the realtime data
recorded by each FM and the TSPI subsystems. The data recorded within each subsystem
can be transferred across the HYPERchannel to the SAS at a rate of one megabyte per
second. Currently the SAS is configured with multiple high-density, non-removable disk
drives plus high-speed digital tape drives. Design efforts are currently underway to
augment the system with online access to a library of VHS tapes with up to 5.2 gigabytes
of data recorded on each tape. A software database on the SAS maintains location, size
and other pertinent information on each archived file. Through the use of network and file
access software, users on any system connected to the HYPERchannel can access data
archived on the SAS.

The EWS is a 10 MIP, Gould Powernode 9080 processor designed to serve multiple
engineering work station users. The primary purpose of the EWS within TSF IFDAPS is to
provide a processor upon which users can perform preflight preparation and postflight
analysis of operational data. To support these activities, software has been developed to
allow users access to data files on any TSF IFDAPS processor via the HYPERchannel.

DATA ACQUISITION PROCESSING

it seems that a basic requirement for advanced telemetry processing systems is to process
more measurements at higher data rates with an increased amount of processing required
for each measurement. TSF IFDAPS chose to handle this primarily through the use of the
newly designed front end hardware that constitutes the S2K. The basic goal of TSF
IFDAPS is to process 10,000 separate measurements at rates of greater than 100,000
samples per second. (A sample consists of 32 bits of data, 16 bits of ID and 16 bits of fine
time.) Of the 10,000 measurements, 2,000 are intended to be derived through
computations in either the DSP001 cards or the ACQ processor. Also each FMS is
required to process two separate PCM streams simultaneously or an FM data stream from
an analog tape.



 To support special PCM decommutation, CSC and Aydin Monitor worked closely to
design the FSC012 card which contains 64K of programmable memory and can handle
data rates of up to 20 megahertz. Each S2K is configured with two FSC012 cards and one
FSC005 card (4K memory and a 5 megahertz rate) for each of the two PCM streams. Each
card is fully programmable and can send or receive data from either of the other two cards.
This provides tremendous flexibility and easily handles difficult problems such as
decommutating imbedded streams. The cards can be programmed automatically according
to simple English-like user inputs using CSC’s telemetry compiler.

The real power of the S2K lies in the DSP001 module. The DSP001, which is also
programmable using the telemetry compiler, can perform engineering unit conversion using
table lookup or polynomials (up to seventh degree ) as well as compression of
measurement data. It is also capable of splitting or combining measurements to form new
measurements and performing logical or arithmetic operations on the data. The S2K is
configured with three DSP001 cards operating in parallel. With each card able to process
up to 300,000 fifth degree polynomial computations per second, the TPS provides a
tremendous data processing capability independent of the host processor.

Once the data has been decommutated and the measurement processing is complete, a
CPI006 card transfers the processed data directly into a daisy-chained series of buffers
within the ACQ processor memory for further data processing. The ACQ processor is a
Gould 32/9780 which provides powerful, flexible extensions to the measurement
processing available in the DSP001. This processing includes algebraic functions,
transendental functions and limit checking. These computations can be performed on one
measurement, or several measurements can be combined to form a new one. New
functions can even be defined through the use of assembly language. Once the requested
processing is complete, the results are moved into reflective memory for use by the DPS
processor. System testing has successfully demonstrated the ability of this design to
acquire and process data at sustained rates exceeding 100,000 samples per second.

REALTIME DISPLAY AND ANALYSIS

A major requirement of today’s advanced telemetry systems is the ability to provide
realtime analysis and display capabilities. This not only allows critical realtime events to
be identified, but also allows engineers and test conductors to make key decisions in a
timely manner. Particularly in the case of advanced aircraft testing, the more decisions that
can be made while the vehicle is still airborne, the fewer separate flights are required; thus,
greatly reducing the cost of testing. The Mission Control Room within TSF IFDAPS was
designed specifically to fulfill the needs of realtime analysis.



First of all, display processing is relegated to its own Gould 32/9780 processor. Data to be
displayed are accessed through reflective memory to minimize transfer times and increase
the currency of the displayed data. Next, Megatek Corporation and CSC worked together
to design a new realtime graphics device termed the CSC-1000B. This unit provides a
high-resolution, rasterized, color display. Additionally, the CSC-1000B includes one
megabyte of graphics memory, a one megabyte parallel graphics interface through a
standard Gould HSD, a separate serial, text-overlay interface, and specialized software for
block data transfers, additional display types and a nonimpact hardcopy capability. The
DPS processor drives seven of these devices in addition to the two large screen displays
and the two Megatek hardcopy units. The distance between the DPS processor and the
separate MCRs presented a problem which was resolved using a CSC-developed fiber
optics interface (OHSD) between the Gould HSD and the Megatek graphics controller.
This interface easily satisfies the required 350-foot data transfer, and can drive displays as
far as 6 km from the host processor.

Through the use of CSC-developed software, a user can define up to 1000 separate display
formats for use on any of the display units during a realtime operation. Numerous formats
are available including cross plots, bar graphs, scrolling strip charts, page plots, time
history plots, artificial horizons, scrolling limits and many more. The display formats are
all user-defined using either a batch facility or a newly-developed, Interactive Display
Generator (IDG). The IDG is actually a sophisticated, user-friendly display editor which
can be used to create new displays or edit existing displays. The IDG even allows new
displays to be defined or existing displays to be modified and used during realtime. A user
creates or edits displays in a windowed environment, using a trackball and keyboard to
select display formats, resize displays, position displays, select measurements, define and
position text, label axes, etc. As each change is made, the updated display is shown on the
screen exactly as it will appear during realtime.

Of course, telemetry systems must accomodate strip chart recorders as well as displays.
These devices represent the tried and true way to display, analyze and preserve specific
sets of measurements. TSF IFDAPS provides eight 16-channel units distributed among the
flight test engineer positions in the MCR. These units are able to display any of the
measurement data processed in the TPS or the ACQ processor. This includes derived
measurements and discrete data. Setup time is reduced by allowing operators to modify the
processing for a channel or to change measurements or groups of measurements output to
each recorder during realtime. Operators can also temporarily stop output to any channel
or recorder and send a calibration signal to that channel or recorder without affecting data
on other channels.



In conjunction with the SCRs, each operator position also has a Discrete Light Panel
(DLP) consisting of eight light buttons that can be activated by user-defined algorithms
based on any of the processed measurement data.

Another important function of realtime analysis is the ability to accommodate unique
processing requirements. For TSF IFDAPS this includes frequency analysis of vibration
data. Frequency analysis makes tremendous demands on a processor. The data are
typically acquired at high rates and require that complicated algorithms be applied to large
arrays. To accomplish this requirement, each ACQ processor is connected to a Floating
Point Systems 5310 Array Processor through a Gould HSD interface. The ACQ processor
buffers up incoming array data and transfers the arrays to the array processor. Based on a
prioritized set of control queues, the array processor performs the requested processing
and sends result buffers back to the ACQ processor. These result buffers are available both
for recording by the HIS processor and display by the DPS processor using specially
designed display formats. Control queues represent ordered sets of array processor
primitives which provide specific frequency analysis results. Users have the capability to
develop new control queues and to select the control queues executed during an operation.
The control queues currently available within TSF IFDAPS are defined in TableII.

HISTORY RECORDING AND RECALL

Another significant functional capability of any telemetry processing system is the ability
to record all the data that is acquired and processed. For TSF IFDAPS this means
recording realtime data at approximately 100,000 samples per second and recording FM
playback data at rates up to 200,000 samples per second. Additionally, TSF IFDAPS users
require that recorded data be available for recall or postflight analysis while it is being
recorded. To meet these stringent demands, CSC uses a combination of high performance
hardware and specially designed software. A further requirement to record data at an
average rate of 30,000 samples per second for an eight hour flight is satisfied with high
capacity hardware.

The hardware design employs a separate history processor for the sole purpose of initiating
and controlling the input and output involved in recording and recalling the measurement
data. The HIS processor is a Gould 32/67 that accesses data through reflective memory.
For the processed PCM data, referred to as low-rate data, history data buffers in reflective
memory are filled by the ACQ processor. For the FM playback data, referred to as high-
rate data, a separate set of history buffers are filled directly from the TPS through a
dedicated CPI006 interface card. The recording of low-rate or high-rate data is mutually
exclusive and is controlled through software in the ACQ processor.



The recording media used by the HIS processor is a CDC XMD-II 9772 Extended Mode
Drive connected via the Gould MIDP interface. This drive has a 3 megabyte per second
transfer rate and an 858 megabyte unformatted capacity. Each HIS processor is configured
with four of these drives on each of three disk controllers resulting in a total capacity in
excess of the seven gigabytes required to support an eight hour flight.

The software utilizes the disk drives in such a way as to support a 1.6 megabyte per
second (i.e., 200,000 samples per second) recording rate and to also allow concurrent
access to the data. This is accomplished by creating history slices that span three disks
(one disk on each of the three disk controllers). The history slices are filled by sequentially
writing track size buffers to each of the three disks. When these are filled, the next set of
three disks are used. This theoretically permits writing data to the disks at an aggregate
rate of approximately 3.8 megabytes per second. During system acceptance testing, the
system demonstrated its capability to record high-rate data at 200,000 sample per second
and to sustain a recording rate exceeding 100,000 samples per second for low-rate data.

Since separate disk controllers are alternately being used to write the data, data can be
read using one controller while another one is being used to write data. In this way, it is
possible to provide concurrent access to the data as it is being recorded. To ensure that
recalling data does not interfere with recording data, the recall task is set at a lower
priority than the recording task. To make recall useful, it must be possible to quickly
access specific pieces of data. This is made possible by providing time indexing
information along with the recorded data. During a mission, the user also has the option of
identifying events and maneuvers, which are directly related to time. Therefore, when
requesting data by time, event or maneuver, the index information identifies the specific
data record that corresponds to the time associated with the requested data. Eliminating the
need to read data from the start of the flight saves enormous amounts of time when
recalling data from an eight hour flight.

POSTFLIGHT DATA ANALYSIS

TSF IFDAPS does not neglect the capability to process and analyze the data after the
operation. Even though a tremendous effort is needed to acquire, process, display and
record the realtime data, a substantial effort must still occur after the mission to analyze
the enormous amount of data obtained from a single operation. The engineers assigned to
analyze this data require sophisticated software tools. TSF IFDAPS not only provides such
tools, but the system is designed with a common file format methodology that allows
immediate use of realtime files and eliminates the need for file conversions by any of the
postflight software. In addition, multiple concurrent access and implicit internetwork
capabilities relieve the engineer of the responsibility of subsetting the data of interest and
prevent proliferation of duplicate data files.



Engineers are provided with a quicklook analysis tool which can select the data of interest
by time slice, maneuver or event as well as by specific measurement names or
measurement groups. The data can then be displayed or scanned using Human Design
Systems (HDS) 200g terminals or output to laser printers in user-defined formats. Users
may also use this tool to edit specific measurement or time values and to merge files in
several different ways. This software executes on any of the TSF IFDAPS processors and
can be run during realtime as well as in postflight.

The most significant postflight capability is provided by the Review and Analysis
software. This package allows the analyst and engineer to interactively review and refine
recorded data using their own plot definitions and analysis tools. The user-defined plot
formats may be applied to any time slice of any file containing the measurands which are
defined for the plot. The user has the option of selecting either autoscaling based on the
data displayed on each plot page, or the axis scales may be held constant for visual
consistency between successive pages. In addition, unit conversions to the defined plot
axes are performed dynamically. Forward and backward paging of time history and cross
plots allow the user to review large amounts of data and to quickly identify the data of
interest. Data subsets can then be selected through the cursor-controlled plot editing
capability.

Analysis tools are provided which allow the user to extract data subsets, to subsample or
interpolate compressed data at selected rates, to define and calculate derived
measurements, and to extract data averages, minimums, and maximums. Any data
produced by these tools are immediately available for graphic plotting or hardcopy listing,
for output to the Ingres relational database, or for processing by the next selected analysis
tool. These analysis tools are part of a growing analysis library to which the user may
dynamically add new programs. A data access shell for Fortran programs is provided
which shields the analyst from problems involved in data input, output and formating.

The user may execute these functions on either the high-resolution Megatek graphic
devices or on the more abundant HDS terminals. The user also has the option of executing
in either an interactive or a batch mode. Graphic output from the batch mode may be
reviewed interactively after the processing is complete. Also, any graphic output, whether
produced during an interactive session or a batch run, may be routed to any of a wide
variety of plotting devices including 60-inch Calcomp plotters.

SUMMARY

Using the latest state-of-the-art hardware and sophisticated software techniques, telemetry
processing systems continue to expand in scope and performance to satisfy the stringent
requirements of today’s aerospace technology. The TSF IFDAPS, installed and soon to be



operational at Edwards AFB, CA, is one example of the advanced systems being
configured to meet these demands. This system in no way represents a stopping point; it is
only another step in the evolution of the systems needed to support tomorrow’s
technology.

Figure 1.  TSF IFDAPS OVERVIEW



Figure 2.  Telemetry Processing System



Table I.  Comparison of Telemetry Systems Capabilities

TIPS BASELINE IFDAPS TSF    IFDAPS

Number of
“streams”

6 5 3

For each stream

FM Input N/A 10K sps/channel 200K sps/channel
36 Channels 72 Channels

aggregate 250 sps aggregrate 300 sps

PCM Input 5 Mbit/ 5 Mbit/secon 1.2 Mbit/second
1 Source 3 sources 2 Sources

per source per source

Engineering
Unit Conversion

N/A 20K sps 100 sps

Recording
EU - N/A EU - 20K sps EU - 100K sps
Raw - 20K Raw - 35K sps Raw - 200K sps

Maximum
Number of 4096 4096 10,000
Measurement

Graphics 0 6 11

Alphanumeric 6 plasma 6 1

Strip Chart
Pens

256 128 128

* A “stream” is the subset of the system that is required
to support one mission (i.e., one aircraft) .



TABLE II.    CONTROL QUEUES AVAILABLE WITHIN TSF IFDAPS

NAME PROCESSING DESCRIPTION

Power Spectral Density (PSD) Compute the PSD of a vector

Cross Correlation Compute cross correlation with window and
ensemble averaging

Auto Correlation Compute auto correlation with window and
ensemble average

Transfer Function and Coherence Compute the transfer function and coherence
over multiple channels

History Record Write result buffers on history disks

Recall Read result buffers from history disks

RMS, Min, Mean, Max Compute the RMS, minimum, maximum and
mean values of a vector

Auto Spectra with Peak Hold Compute the auto spectra function (the average is
sent to the host on every Nth iteration).

Cross Spectra with Peak Hold Compute the cross spectra function (the average
is sent to the host on every Nth iteration).

Auto Spectra with Ensemble Compute the auto spectra function (the average is
Average computed using an iterative formulation of

average).

Cross Spectra with Ensemble Compute the cross spectra function (the average
Average is computed using an iterative formulation of

average).


